We derive non-linear commutator HS symmetry algebra, which encode unitary irreducible representations of AdS group subject to Young tableaux Y (s1, . . . , s k ) with k ≥ 2 rows on d-dimensional anti-de-Sitter space. Auxiliary representations for specially deformed non-linear HS symmetry algebra in terms of generalized Verma module in order to additively convert a subsystem of second-class constraints in the HS symmetry algebra into one with first-class constraints are found explicitly for the case of HS fields for k = 2 Young tableaux. The oscillator realization over Heisenberg algebra for obtained Verma module is constructed. The results generalize the method of auxiliary representations construction for symplectic sp(2k) algebra used for mixed-symmetry HS fields on a flat spaces and can be extended on a case of arbitrary HS fields in AdS-space. Gauge-invariant unconstrained reducible Lagrangian formulation for free bosonic HS fields with generalized spin (s1, s2) is derived.
Introduction
Increased interest to higher-spin field theory is mainly conditioned by expected output of LHC on the planned capacity. It suspects not only the proof of supersymmetry display, the answer on the question on existence of Higgs boson, and possibly a new insight on origin of Dark Matter ( [1] , [2] ) but permits one to reconsider the problems of an unique description of variety of elementary particles and all known interactions. If the above hopes are true the development of higherspin (HS) field theory in view of its close relation to superstring theory on constant curvature spaces, which operates with an infinite set of massive and massless bosonic and fermionic HS fields subject to multi-row Young tableaux (YT) Y (s 1 , ..., s k ), k ≥ 1 (see for a review, [3] - [7] ) seems by actual one. Corresponding description of such theories, having as the final aim the Lagrangian form, requires quite modern and complicated group-theoretic tools which are connected with a construction of different representations of algebras and superalgebras underlying above theories. Whereas for Lie (super)algebra case relevant for HS fields on flat spaces the finding and structure of mentioned objects like Verma modules and generalized Verma modules [8] , [9] are rather understandable, an analogous situation with non-linear algebraic and superalgebraic structures which corresponds to HS fields on AdS spaces has not been classified to present with except for the case of totally-symmetric bosonic [10] - [12] and fermionic [13] , [14] HS fields. The paper propose the results of regular method for Verma module constructing and Fock space realization for quadratic algebras, whose negative (equivalently positive) root vectors in Cartan-like triangular decomposition are entangled due to presence of the special parameter r being by the inverse square of AdS-radius vanishing in the flat space limit. The obtained objects permit to find Lagrangian formulations (LFs) for free integer HS fields on d-dimensional AdS-space with Y (s 1 , ..., s k ) in Fronsdal [15] metric-like formalism within BFV-BRST procedure [16] , [17] (known at present as BRST construction) as a starting point for an interacting HS field theory in the framework of conventional Quantum Field Theory. The application of the BRST construction to free HS field theory on AdS spaces consists in 4 steps and presents a solution of the problem inverse to that of the method [16] (as in the case of string field theory [18] )and reflects one more side of the BV-BFV duality concept [19] - [21] . First, the conditions that determine the representations with given mass and spin are regarded as a topological (i.e. without Hamiltonian) gauge system of mixed-class operator constraints o I , I = 1, 2, ..., in an auxiliary Fock space H. Second, the whole system of o I which form quadratic commutator algebra should be additively converted (see [22] , [23] for the development of conversion methods) in deformed (in power of parameter r) algebra of O I : O I = o I + o I determined on wider Fock space, H H with first-class constraints O α , O α ⊂ O I . Third, the, Hermitian nilpotent BFV-BRST operator Q for non-linear algebra of converted operators O I which contains the BFV-BRST operator Q for only subsystem of O α should be found. Fourth, the Lagrangian L for given HS field through a scalar product | in total Hilbert space H tot like L ∼ φ|Q|φ , to be invariant with respect to (reducible) gauge transformations δ|φ = Q|Λ with |φ containing initial and auxiliary HS fields is constructed in such a way that the corresponding equations of motion reproduce the initial constraints.
The application of above algorithm for bosonic [24] , [25] and fermionic [26] - [28] HS fields on flat spaces did not meet the problems in rather complicated second and third steps due to linear Lie structure of initial constraints o I algebra, [o I , o J } = f K IJ o K for structure constants f K IJ . Indeed, for the same algebra of additional parts o I it is sufficient to use the construction of Verma module (VM) for integer HS symmetry algebra sp(2k) [29] which is in one-to-one correspondence with Lorentz so(1, d − 1) algebra unitary irreducible representations subject to Y (s 1 , ..., s k ), k ≤ d 2 due to Howe duality [30] . Then an oscillator realization of the symplectic algebra sp(2k) in Fock space H [29] represents a polynomial form as compared to totallysymmetric HS fields on AdS space [11] - [14] where, (super)algebras of o I are non-linear, not coinciding with ones for o I . The problem of the same complication arises in constructing of BFV-BRST operator Q for (super)algebra of converted constraints O I which in transiting to AdS-space does not have the form to be quadratic in ghost coordinates C and requires the full study of algebraic relations starting from Jacobi identities resolution (see [31] for details of finding BRST operator Q in question and ones for classical quadratic algebras [32] ).
To be complete, note the details of Lagrangian description of mixed-symmetry HS tensors on (A)dS backgrounds were studied in "frame-like" formulation in [33] - [36] whereas the LF for the mixed-symmetry bosonic fields with off-shell traceless constraints in the case of (anti)-de-Sitter case are recently known for the Young tableaux with two rows [37] , [38] . At last, the various aspects of mixed-symmetry HS fields Lagrangian dynamics on Minkowski space were discussed in [39] , [40] and recently for interacting mixed-symmetry HS fields on AdS-spaces in [41] , [42] .
Present paper is devoted to the solution of the following problems:
(i) derivation of HS symmetry algebra for bosonic HS fields in d-dimensional AdS space subject to arbitrary YT Y (s 1 , ..., s k ); (ii) development of a method of Verma module construction for a non-linear HS symmetry algebra for YT with two rows Y (s 1 , s 2 ) and to the oscillator realization for given nonlinear algebra as formal power series in creation and annihilation operators of corresponding Heisenberg algebra; (iii) construction of unconstrained LF for free bosonic HS fields on AdS-space with Y (s 1 , s 2 ). The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we examine the bosonic HS fields that includes, first, the derivation of HS symmetry algebra A(Y (k), AdS d ) for HS fields subject to Young tableaux with arbitrary number of rows k in Subsection 2.1, second, an auxiliary proposition that permits one to find the forms of deformation of general commutator polynomial algebras under additive conversion procedure in Subsection 2.2. In Section 3 we derive explicitly HS symmetry algebra of additional parts for HS fields with 2 families of indices, formulate and solve the problem of Verma module construction for algebra A (Y (2), AdS d ) of additional parts o I in Subsection 3.1. We find Fock space realization for the algebra A (Y (2), AdS d ) in Subsection 3.2. In Section 4, we derive an explicit form for non-linear algebra A c (Y (2), AdS d ) of converted operators O I , and present for it an expression for BFV-BRST operator in Subsection4.2. and develop the unconstrained Lagrangian formulation for bosonic HS fields with two-rows Young tableaux Y (s 1 , s 2 ) in Subsection 4.3. In Conclusion, we summarize the results of the work and discuss some open problems. Finally, in Appendix A we prove the proposition on additive conversion for polynomial algebras.
HS fields in AdS spaces with integer spin
In the section we derive numbers of special HS symmetry non-linear algebras which encode mixed-symmetry tensor fields as the elements of AdS group irreducible representations with generalized spin s = (s 1 , . . . , s k ) and mass m on Ads d -space-time. We consider the problem of Verma module construction for one of them and solve it explicitly for non-linear algebra with two-rows Young tableaux. The construction of the Fock space representation for the non-linear algebra with found Verma module finishes the solution of the problem there. 
HS symmetry algebra
subject to the Klein-Gordon (2), divergentless (3), traceless (4) and mixed-symmetry equations (5) [for β = (2; 3; ...; k + 1) ⇐⇒ (s 1 > s 2 ; s 1 = s 2 > s 3 ; ...; s 1 = s 2 = ... = s k )] [43] :
where the brackets below denote that the indices inside it do not include in symmetrization, i.e. the symmetrization concerns only indices (µ i ) s i , µ j l j in {(µ i ) s i , ..., µ j 1 ... µ j l j }. To obtain HS symmetry algebra (of o I ) for a description of all integer spin HS fields, we in a standard manner introduce a Fock space H, generated by k pairs of bosonic creation a i µ i (x) and annihilation a j+ ν j (x) operators, i, j = 1, ..., k, µ i , ν j = 0, 1..
and a set of constraints for an arbitrary string-like vector |Φ ∈ H which we call as the basic vector,
with number particles operators, central charge, covariant derivative in H respectively,
where e µ a , ω ab µ are vielbein and spin connection for tangent indices a, b = 0, 1..
The set of k(k + 1) primary constraints (8), (9) with {o α } = {l 0 , l i , l ij , t i 1 j 1 } are equivalent to Eqs. (2)-(5) for all admissible values of spins and for the field Φ (µ 1 )s 1 ,(µ 2 )s 2 ,...,(µ k )s k with fixed spin s = (s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s k ) if in addition to Eqs. (8) , (9) we add k constraints with g i 0 ,
The requirement of closedness of the algebra with o α with respect to [ , ]-multiplication leads to enlargement of o α by adding the operators g i 0 and hermitian conjugated operators o + α ,
with respect to scalar product on H,
This fact will guarantee the Hermiticity of corresponding BFV-BRST operator with taken into account of self-conjugated operators, (l + 0 , g i 0 + ) = (l 0 , g i 0 ) (therefore the reality of Lagrangian 1 such choice of the oscillators corresponds to the case of symmetric basis, whereas there exists another realization of auxiliary Fock space generated by the fermionic oscillators (antisymmetric basis)â m µ m (x),ân + ν n (x) with anticommutation relations, {â m µ m ,â n+ ν n } = −gµmνm δ mn , for m, n = 1, ..., s1, and develop the procedure below following to the lines of Ref. [44] for totally antisymmetric tensors for s1 = s2 = ... = s k = 1. [ ↓, →}
We call the algebra of these operators the integer higher-spin symmetry algebra in AdS space with a Young tableaux having k rows 3 and denote it as A(Y (k), AdS d )).
The maximal Lie subalgebra of operators l ij , t i 1 j 1 , g i 0 , l ij+ , t i 1 j 1 + is isomorphic to symplectic algebra sp(2k) (see, [29] for details and we will refer on it later as sp(2k)) whereas the only nontrivial quadratic commutators in A(Y (k), AdS d )) are due to operators with D µ : l i ,l 0 , l i+ . For the aim of LF construction it is enough to have a simpler, without central chargem 2 b (so called modified HS symmetry algebra A m (Y (k), AdS d )), with operator l 0 (8) instead ofl 0 , so that AdS-mass term,
, will be restored as usual later within conversion procedure and properly construction of LF.
Algebra A m (Y (k), AdS d )) of the operators o I from the Hamiltonian analysis of the dynamical systems viewpont contains 1 first-class constraint l 0 , 2k differential l i , l + i and 2k 2 algebraic t i 1 j 1 , t + i 1 j 1 , l ij , l + ij second-class constraints o a and operators g i 0 , composing an invertible matrix ∆ ab (g i 0 ) for topological gauge system because of
Here f c ab , f cd ab , f c a[l 0 ] , f cd a[l 0 ] , ∆ ab are antisymmetric with respect to permutations of lower indices constant quantities and the operators ∆ ab (g i 0 ) form the non-vanishing 2k(k + 1) × 2k(k + 1) matrix ∆ ab in the Fock space H on the surface Σ ⊂ H: ∆ ab |Σ = 0, which is determined by the equations, o α |Φ = 0. The set of o I satisfies the non-linear relations (additional to ones for sp(2k)) given by the multiplication table 1.
First note that, in the table 1 we did not include the columns with [ , }-products of all o I with g j 0 which may be obtained from the rows with g j 0 as follows:
with account of closedness of HS algebra with respect to Hermitian conjugation. Second the operators t i 2 j 2 , t + i 2 j 2 satisfy by the definition the properties
with Heaviside θ-symbol 4 θ ji . Third, the products B i 2 j 2
3 one should not confuse the term "higher-spin symmetry algebra" using here for free HS formulation with the algebraic structure known as "higher-spin algebra" (see, e.g. Ref. [45] ) arising to describe the HS interactions 4 there are no summation with respect to the indices i2, j2 in the Eqs. (16) , the figure brackets for the indices i1, i2 in the quantity 
They obeys the obvious additional properties of antisymmetry and Hermitian conjugation,
In writing (25) we have used the quantities K 0i 0 , i, j = 1, ..., k, K ij 0 composing a Casimir operator K 0 (k) for sp(2k) algebra
for k-dimensional commutative (on R 1,d−1 ) algebra T k = {l i }, its dual T k * = {l i+ } and represents the semidirect sum of the symplectic algebra sp(2k) [as an algebra of internal derivations of (T k ⊕ T k * )]. For HS fields with single spin s 1 (for k = 1) and with two-component spin (s 1 , s 2 ) (for k = 2) the algebra A m (Y (k), AdS d ) coincides respectively with known HS symmetry algebras on AdS spaces given in [12] and in [31] . Now, we should to use the results of an special proposition in order to proceed to the conversion procedure of the algebra of o I to get the algebra of O I with only first-class constraints. 
On additive conversion for polynomial algebras
In this subsection, to solve the problem of additive conversion of non-linear algebras with a subset of 2nd class constraints, we need to use some important statement which based on the following (see Ref. [14] for detailed description) Definition: A non-linear commutator algebra A of basis elements o I , I ∈ ∆ (with ∆ to be finite or infinite set of indices) is called a polynomial algebra of order n, n ∈ N, if a set of {o I } is subject to n-th order polynomial commutator relations:
with structural coefficients f
, to be antisymmetric with respect to permutations of lower indices, f 
it follows the sets of {o I }, {O I } form respectively the polynomial commutator algebra A of order n and the non-linear commutator algebra A c with composition laws:
The structural functions F (30) are constructed with respect to known from the Eqs. (28) coefficients f
where the sum in the Eq.(32) contains m! s!(m−s)! terms with all the possible ways of the arrangement the indices (K s+1 , ..., K m ) among the indices (K s , ..., K 1 ) in f Ks···K 1 K s+1 ···Km ij without changing the separate orderings of the indices K s+1 , ..., K m and K s , ..., K 1 5 . 5 We do not consider here the case of polynomial superalgebra for which the proposition may be easily generalized with introducing corresponding sign factors in the Eqs. (30)- (32) with the same number of summands to use it for fermionic HS fields on AdS space The validity of the proposition is verified in the Appendix A. Turning to the structure of algebra A c note that in contrary to A and A we call it as non-homogeneous polynomial algebra of order n due to form of relations (32) (see footnote 13 in the Appendix A for the comments). For Lie algebra case (n = 1) the structures of the algebras A, A and A c coincides as it then used, e.g. for the integer spin HS symmetry algebra A(Y (k), R 1,d−1 ) [29] . For quadratic algebras (n=2) the algebraic relations for A, A and A c do not coincide with each other due to structural functions f
presence that was firstly shown for the algebra A(Y (1), AdS d ) for totally-symmetric HS tensors on AdS space in [12] and having the form,
Relations (33), (34) are sufficient to determine the form of the multiplication laws for the additional parts o I algebra A (Y (k), AdS d ) and for converted operators
As the new result we write down the explicit form for the cubic commutator algebras A , A c
if the commutator relations for the initial algebra A given by the Eqs.(28) for n = 3. [46] ) we see the former step is based on a determination of a multiplication table A (Y (2), AdS d ) of operators o I following to the form of the algebra A(Y (k), AdS d ) for k = 2 given by the table 1 and Eqs. (33) .
Auxiliary HS symmetry algebra
As the result, the searched composition law for A (Y (2), AdS d ) is the same as for the algebra A(Y (2), AdS d ) in its linear Lie part, i.e. for sp(4) subalgebra of elements (l ij , l ij+ , t 12 , t + 12 , g i 0 ) 6 , and is differed in the non-linear part of the Table 1 , determined by the isometry group elements l i , l + j , l 0 . The corresponding non-linear submatrix of the multiplication matrix for A (Y (2), AdS d ) has the form given by the Table 2 , Here the functions K i+
have the same definition as the ones (23)-(25) for initial operators o I but with opposite sign for (X ij b − l 0 ) and for k = 2:
6 To turn from general algebra A(Y (k), AdS d ) to A(Y (2), AdS d ), we put θ ij = δ i2 δ j1 and therefore only surviving operators among mixed-symmetry ones are t ij = t 12 , t + ij = t + 12 . [
with totally antisymmetric sp(2)-invariant tensor ij , 12 = 1 and operator K 12 0 = (t + 12 t 12 − 4l + 12 l 12 − g 2 0 ) derived from Casimir operator for sp(4) algebra in the Eqs.(26) for k = 2. In turn, the Lie part of the Tables 1 for k = 2 is the same as one for bosonic Lie subalgebra in [28] for the following expressions of only non-vanishing operators B 12 12 ,
being identical to the same operators o I from the initial algebra A(Y (2), AdS d ). Now, we may to sketch the points to find oscillator representation for the elements o I of auxiliary HS symmetry algebra.
3.1. Verma module for the quadratic algebra A (Y (2k), AdS d ) Here, we following to assumption that generalization of Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem for the second order algebra A (Y (2), AdS d ) is true (see on PBW theorem generalization for quadratic algebra [47] ), we start to construct Verma module, based on Cartan-like decomposition enlarged from one for sp (4) 
Note, that in contrast to the case of Lie algebra the element l 0 does not diagonalize the elements of upper E − 2 (lower E + 2 ) triangular subalgebra due to quadratic relations (38) (as well as it was for totally-symmetric HS fields on AdS space [10, 12] ) and in addition the negative root vectors l + i , l + j do not commute. Because the Verma module over a semi-simple finite-dimensional Lie algebra g (an induced module U(g) U(b) |0 V with a vacuum vector |0 V 8 ) is isomorphic due to PBW theorem as a vector space to a polynomial algebra U(g − ) C |0 V , it is clear that g can be realized by first-order inhomogeneous differential operators acting on these polynomials. 7 we may consider sp(4) and generally sp(2k) in Cartan-Weyl basis for unified description, however without loss of generality the basis elements and structure constants of the algebra under consideration will be chosen as in the table 1 8 here the signs U(g), U (b), U (g − ) denote the universal enveloping algebras respectively for g, for its Borel subalgebra and for lower triangular subalgebra g − like E − 2 in (42) We consider generalization of Verma module notion for the case of quadratic algebras g(r) which present the g(r)-deformation of Lie algebra g in such form that g(r = 0) = g. Thus, we consider Verma module for such kinds of non-linear algebras, supposing that PBW theorem is valid for g(r) as well that will be proved later by the explicit construction of the Verma module.
Doing so, we consider the quadratic algebra A (Y (2), AdS d ), as r-deformation of Lie algebra A (Y (2), R 1,d−1 ) with use of (27) for k = 2 (see for details [29] ),
Corresponding basis vector of Verma module | N (2) V has, therefore the form according to (42) 
with (vacuum) highest weight vector |0 V , non-negative integers n ij , n l , p lm , and arbitrary constants m l with dimension of mass.
Here, in contrast to the case of Lie algebra [28] and totally-symmetric HS fields on AdS space [10] , [13] , the negative root vectors l + 1 , t + 12 , l + 2 do not commute, making the vector | N (2) V by not proper one for the operators t + 12 , l + 2 presenting therefore the essential peculiarities to construct Verma module for A (Y (2), AdS d ).
First of all, by the definition the highest weight vector |0 V is proper for the vectors from the Cartan-like subalgebra H 2 ,
with some real numbers h 1 , h 2 , m 0 whose values will be determined later in the end of LF construction in. order to Lagrangian equations of motion reproduce the initial AdS group irreps conditions (2)- (5) . Then, we determine the action of the negative root vectors from the subspace E − 2 on the basis vector | N (2) V which now do not present explicitly the action of raising operators and reads,
Here we have used the notations, first, n s ≡ (n 1 , p 12 , n 2 ), 0 ij ≡ (0, 0, 0) in accordance with definition of | N (2) V , second, δ ij,lm = δ il δ jm , for i ≤ j, l ≤ m, so that the vector N + δ ij,lm V in the Eq.(46) means subject to definition (44) increasing of only the coordinate n ij in the vector | N (2) V , for i = l, j = m, on unit with unchanged values of the rest ones.
In turn, the action of Cartan-like generators on the vector | N (2) V are given by the relations, To derive the Eqs. (46)- (50) we have used the formula for the product of operators A, B,
At last, the action of the positive root vectors from the subspace E + 2 on the vector | N (2) V being based on the rule (51), reads as follows, It is easy to see that to complete the calculations in Eqs. (47) , (48) , (53)-(56) we need to find the action of positive root vectors l m , l 1m , m = 1, 2, Cartan-like vector l 0 , negative root vectors l + 2 , t + 12 on the vector | 0 ij , n s V . and the rest operators t 12 , l 22 on an arbitrary vector | 0 lm , 0, 0, n 2 V in terms of linear combinations of definite vectors. We solve this rather nontrivial technical problem explicitly with introducing auxiliary quantities which we call primary block-operator t 12 given in (68) and derived block-operators t + 12 , l + 2 , l 0 , l m , l m2 , m = 1, 2 below whose concrete expressions will be shown with details of Verma module construction for the algebra under consideration in [46] . Thus, we may to formulate the result in the form of Theorem 1. The Verma module for the non-linear second order algebra A (Y (2), AdS d ) exists, is determined by the relations (46), (49), (57)-(66), expressed with help of primary t 12 and derived block-operators t + 12 , l + 2 , l 0 , l m , l m2 , m = 1, 2 and has the final form, In deriving these relations the rule was used
when the multipliers (l + ij ) n ij act as only raising operators on vectors (l 0 , l k , l km ) 0 ij , n s V . The primary block operatort 12 (corresponding to non-Lie part of t 12 ) is determined as followŝ
with the vector Â N (2) V given as,
The obtained result has obvious consequences, first, in case of reducing of A (Y (2), AdS d ) to the quadratic algebra A (Y (1), AdS d ), given in Ref. [10, 12] for the vanishing components n l2 = n 2 = p 12 = 0, l = 1, 2 of an arbitrary VM vector N (1) V ≡ |n 11 , 0, 0, n 1 , 0, 0 V .
Second, for reducing the AdS space to Minkowski R 1,d−1 space when the non-linear algebra A (Y (2), AdS d ) for r = 0 turns to the Lie algebra T 2 ⊕ T 2 * ⊕ l 0 (0)+ ⊃ sp(4) for k = 2 in the Eqs. (43) . For former case we derive known Verma module [12] from results of Theorem 1 whereas for latter one we will get new Verma module realization (see [46] ) for above Lie algebra being different from one for sp(4) in [24] and in [29] for k = 2.
Fock space realization of A (Y (2), AdS d )
In this section, we will find on a base of constructed Verma module the realization of A (Y (2), AdS d ) in formal power series in degrees of creation and annihilation operators
) in H whose number coincides to ones of second-class constraints among o I , i.e. with dim(E − 2 ⊕ E + 2 ). It is solved following the results of [48] and algorithms suggested in [49] initially elaborated for a simple Lie algebra, then enlarged to a non-linear quadratic algebra A(Y (1), AdS d ) Ref. [10] . To this end, we make use of the mapping for an arbitrary basis vector of the Verma module and one | n ij , n s of new Fock space H ,
Here, vector | n ij , n s , for non-negative integers n ij , n l , p 12 are the basis vectors of a Fock space H generated by 6 pair of bosonic (B, B + ) operators, being the basis elements of the Heisenberg algebra A 6 , with the standard (only non-vanishing) commutation relations
Omitting the peculiarities of the correspondence among the Verma module vectors (especially one of Â N (2) V for N (2) = (0, ..., 0, n 2 ) (69) and Fock space H vector 0 ij , 0, 0, n 2 (see [46] for details) we formulate our basic result as the Theorem 2. The oscillator realization of the non-linear algebra A (Y (2), AdS d ) over Heisenberg algebra A 6 exists in terms of formal power series in degrees of creation and annihilation operators, is given by the relations (72)-(75), (77), (78)-(83) and expressed with help of primary blockoperator t 12 (74), and derived block-operators, t + 12 , l 0 , l m , l m2 , m = 1, 2 (76), (84)-(88) as follows. First, for the trivial negative root vectors, we have
Second, for the operator t 12 (B, B + ) and primary block-operator t 12 (B, B + ) we obtain, 
Third, for the operators t + 12 , l + 2 and derived block-operator t + 12 we have,
Fourth, for the Cartan-like vector l 0 the representation holds, 
Fifth, the operators l m , l lm , l, m = 1, 2, l ≤ m, read as follows, 
In the Eqs.(78)-(83), the derived block-operators l 0 , l m , l m2 , for m = 1, 2 are written as follows, 10
10 they are directly determined through theirs action on vector 0ij, 0, p12, n2 V , see [46] for details 
Note, the additional parts o I (B, B + ) as the formal power series in the oscillators (B, B + ) do not obey the usual properties,
if one should use the standard rules of Hermitian conjugation for the new creation and annihilation operators, (B a ) + = B a . Restoration the proper Hermitian conjugation properties for o I , is achieved by changing the scalar product in H as follows,
for any vectors |Φ 1 , |Φ 2 with some non-degenerate operator K . This operator is determined by the condition that all the operators of the algebra must have the proper Hermitian properties with respect to the new scalar product,
for (E α ; E − α ) = (l lm , t 12 , l m ; l + lm , t + 12 , l + m ), G = (g i 0 , l 0 ). The relations (91) lead to definition the operator K , Hermitian with respect to the standard scalar product | , in the form
where ( n lm )! = n 11 !n 12 !n 22 !, ( n s )! = n 1 !n 2 !p 12 ! and the normalization V 0|0 V = 1 is supposed. [
The theorem 2 has the same consequences as ones from theorem 1 which concern, first, the flat limit of the algebra A (Y (2), AdS d ) and therefore a new representation for Lie algebra T 2 ⊕ T 2 * ⊕ l 0 (0)+ ⊃ sp (4) . Second, modulo the oscillator pairs b m2 , b + m2 , b 2 , b + 2 , d 12 , d + 12 , m = 1, 2, the obtained representation coincides with one for totally symmetric HS fields quadratic algebra A (Y (1), AdS d ) in [10] .
The set of the equations which compose the results of the Theorems 1, 2 represents the general solution of mentioned in the Introduction the second problem on the LF construction for mixed-symmetry HS tensors on AdS spaces with given mass and spin s = (s 1 , s 2 ).
Construction of Lagrangian Actions
To construct Lagrangian formulation for the HS tensor field of fixed generalized spin s = (s 1 , s 2 ) we should, initially, determine explicitly the composition law for the deformed algebra A c (Y (2), AdS d ) (for arbitrary k ≥ 2 see [46] ), find BRST operator for the non-linear algebra (4) . From the Eqs. (33) , (34) and Table 1 the non-linear part of the algebra A c (Y (2), AdS d ) can be restored in the form of the Table 3 , Here the functionsK i 1 ,Ŵ ji b ,X ij b (therefore its Hermitian conjugated quantitiesK i+ 1 ,Ŵ ji+ b ) are given as follows: The quantitiesK 0i 0 ,K 12 0 above are the same as ones in (26) for k = 2, but expressed in terms of O I .
Following to our experience from study of the (super)algebra A c (Y (1), AdS d ) in [10, 12, 13] when in order to find exact BRST operator, we choose the Weyl (symmetric) ordering for quadratic combinations of O I in the r.h.s. of the Eqs. (93)-(95) as follows,
As the result, the Table 3 for such kind of ordering must contain the quantitiesŴ ij bW ,K j 1W ,X ij bW (andŴ ij+ bW ,K j+ 1W ) which read aŝ 
BRST-operator for converted algebra
The non-linear algebra now has not the form of closed algebra because of the operatorial functions F (32),
). The structure functions F RS IJK (o , O) are antisymmetric with respect to a permutation of any two of lower indices (I, J, K) and upper ones R, S and exist because of nontrivial Jacobi identities for the k(2k − 1) = 6 triples (L i , L j , L 0 ), (L + i , L + j , L 0 ), (L i , L + j , L 0 ). The construction of a BFV-BRST operator Q for A c (Y (2), AdS d ) are considered in [31] and has the general form
for the (CP)-ordering for the ghost coordinates 
. Explicitly, Q given as,
with the standard form for linear Q 1 and quadratic Q 2 terms in ghosts C I (see [31] for details). The Hermiticity of the nilpotent operator Q in total Hilbert space H tot = H H H gh is defined by the rule,
with the operator K given in (92).
Lagrangian formulation
Properly the construction of Lagrangians for bosonic HS fields in AdS d space, can be developed by partially following the algorithm of [11] , [12] , (see, as well [29] ), which is a particular case of our construction, corresponding to s 2 = 0. As a first step, we extract the dependence of the BRST operator Q (101) on the ghosts η i G , P i G ,
with some inessential in later operators B i and the BRST operator Q which corresponds only to the converted first-class constraints {O I } \ {G i 0 }, 
The generalized spin operator σ = (σ 1 , σ 2 ), extended by the ghost Wick-pair variables,
commutes with Q, [Q, σ i ] = 0. We choose a representation for Hilbert space H tot coordinated with decomposition (103) such that the operators (η i , η ij , ϑ 12 , P 0 , P i , P ij , λ 12 , P i G ) annihilate vacuum vector |0 = 0, and suppose that the field vectors |χ as well as the gauge parameters |Λ do not depend on ghosts η i G ,
The brackets (n) f i , (n) pj , (n) pno in the Eq.(106) means, for instance, for (n) pno the set of indices (n p11 , n p12 , n p22 ). The sum above is taken over n l , n ij , p 12 and running from 0 to infinity, and over the rest n's from 0 to 1. The Hilbert space H tot is decomposed into a direct sum of Hilbert subspaces with definite ghost number: H tot = 6 k=−6 H k . Denote by |χ k ∈ H −k , the state (106) with the ghost number −k, i.e. gh(|χ k ) = −k. Thus, the physical state having the ghost number zero is |χ 0 , the gauge parameters |Λ having the ghost number −1 is |χ 1 and so on. For vanishing of all auxiliary creation operators B + and ghost variables η 0 , η + i , P + i , ... the vector |χ 0 must contain only physical string-like vector |Φ = |Φ(a + i )
One can show, using the part of equations of motion and gauge transformations, that the vector |Φ A can be completely removed (see Ref. [46] ). The equation for the physical state Q |χ 0 = 0 and the tower of the reducible gauge transformations, δ|χ = Q |χ 1 , δ|χ 1 = Q |χ 2 , . . ., δ|χ (s−1) = Q |χ (s) , lead to relations:
Here ε means for Grassmann parity and s = 6 is the maximal stage of reducibility for the massive bosonic HS field, because of subspaces H k = ∅, for all integer k ≤ −7. The middle set of equations in (108)-(110) determines the possible values of the parameters h i and the eigenvectors of the operators σ i . Solving spectral problem, we obtain a set of eigenvectors, |χ 0 (n) 2 , |χ 1 (n) 2 , . . ., |χ s (n) 2 , n 1 ≥ n 2 ≥ 0, and a set of eigenvalues, It is easy to see that in order to construct Lagrangian for the field corresponding to a definite Young tableau (1) the numbers n i must be equal to the numbers of the boxes in the i-th row of the corresponding Young tableau, i.e. n i = s i . Thus, the state |χ (s) 2 contains the physical field (7) and all its auxiliary fields. We fix some values of n i = s i . After substitution:
, is nilpotent on each subspace H tot(s 1 ,s 2 ) whose vectors satisfy to the Eqs.(108) for (111). Hence, the Lagrangian equations of motion (one to one correspond to Eqs.
(2)-(5) for k = 2), a sequence of reducible gauge transformations have the form
Analogously to totally symmetric bosonic HS fields [11] , [12] one can show that Lagrangian action for fixed spin (n) 2 = (s) 2 is defined up to an overall factor as follows
where the standard scalar product for the creation and annihilation operators is assumed with measure d d x |g| over AdS space. The vector |χ 0 (s) 2 and the operator K (s) 2 in (113) are respectively the vector |χ (106) subject to spin distribution relations (111) for HS tensor field Φ (µ 1 )s 1 ,(µ 2 )s 2 (x) and operator K (102) where the substitution h i → −(n i + d−1−4i 2 ) is done. The corresponding LF for bosonic field with spin s subject to Y (s 1 , s 2 ) is a reducible gauge theory of maximally L = 6-th stage of reducibility.
One can prove that the equations of motion (112) indeed reproduces only the basic conditions (2)-(5) for HS fields with given spin (s 1 , s 2 ) and mass. Therefore, the resulting equations of motion because of the representation (107) have the form, L 0 |Φ (s) 2 = (l 0 + m 2 0 )|Φ (s) 2 , (l i , l ij , t 12 )|Φ (s) 2 = (0, 0, 0), i ≤ j.
The above relations permit one to determine the parameter m 0 in a unique way in terms of h i (s i ), 
whereas the values of parameter m 1 , m 2 remain by completely arbitrary and may be used to reach special properties of the Lagrangian for given HS field. The general action (113) gives, in principle, a direct recept to obtain the Lagrangian for any component field Φ (µ 1 )s 1 ,(µ 2 )s 2 (x) from general vector |χ 0 (s) 2 since the only what we should do it is a computation of vacuum expectation values of products of some number of creation and annihilation operators.
Conclusion
In the paper we have derived the quadratic non-linear HS symmetry algebra for description of arbitrary integer HS fields on AdS-spaces with any dimensions and subject to k row Young tableaux Y (s 1 , . . . , s k ). It is shown the difference of the obtained algebras A(Y (k), AdS d ) for k = 2, A (Y (2), AdS d ), A c (Y (2), AdS d ) corresponding respectively to initial set of operators, their additional parts and converted set of operators within additive conversion procedure, is due to their pure non-linear parts, which are, in turn, connected to the AdS d -radius ( √ r) −1 presence through the set of isometry AdS-space operators.
To obtain the algebras we start from an embedding of bosonic HS fields into vectors of an auxiliary Fock space, treat the fields as coordinates of Fock-space vectors and reformulate the theory in such terms. We realize the conditions that determine an irreducible AdS-group representation with a given mass and generalized spin in terms of differential operator constraints imposed on the Fock space vectors. These constraints generate a closed non-linear algebra of HS symmetry, which contains, with the exception of k basis generators of its Cartan subalgebra, a system of first-and second-class constraints. Above algebra coincides modulo isometry group generators with its Howe dual sp(2k) symplectic algebra. The construction of a correct Lagrangian description requires a deformation of the initial symmetry algebra, into algebra A c (Y (2), AdS d ) introducing the algebra A (Y (2), AdS d ).
We have generalized the method of construction of Verma module [8] from the case of Lie (super)algebras [48] , [49] , [29] and for quadratic algebra A (Y (1), AdS d ) for totally-symmetric HS fields [10] , [12] on to case of non-linear algebra underlying mixed-symmetric HS bosonic fields on AdS-space with two-row Young tableaux. The Theorem 1 presents our basic result in this relation. We show that as the byproduct of Verma module derivation the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem is valid in case of the algebra under consideration, therefore providing the lifting of the Verma module for Lie algebra A(Y (2), R 1,d−1 ) [being isomorphic to T 2 ⊕ T 2 * + ⊃ sp(4)] to one for quadratic algebra in a deformation parameter r. Of course, the same it is expected to be true for general algebra A (Y (k), AdS d ), for which we suppose to obtain the explicit form of Verma module in the recursive procedure manner by means of new primary and derived block-operators, liket 12 ,t + 12 . We have obtained the representation for the 15 generators of the algebra A (Y (2), AdS d ) over Heisenberg-Weyl algebra A 6 as the formal power series in creation and annihilation operators, which in case of flat space limit (r = 0) takes the polynomial form, coinciding with earlier known results, at least for m = 0 [24] and appearing new one for massive case [50] and for k = 2 in [29] . The Theorem 2 finalizes our second basic result on solution of this Fock space realization problem for A (Y (2), AdS d ) through Verma module construction approach.
On a base of BFV-BRST operator Q which was found in Ref. [31] exactly up to third degree in ghost coordinates, for the nonlinear algebra A c (Y (2), AdS d ) of 15 converted constraints O I by analyzing the structure of Jacobi identities for them we present a proper construction of gauge-invariant Lagrangian formulations for the bosonic HS fields of given spin s = (s 1 , s 2 ) and mass on AdS d space. The corresponding Lagrangian formulation is at most 6-th stage reducible Abelian gauge theory and is given by the Eqs.(112),(113). The last relations may be considered as the final result in solution of the general problem to construct Lagrangian formulation for non-Lagrangian initial AdS-group irreducible representations relations which describe the bosonic HS field with two rows in Young tableaux. One should be noted the unconstrained Lagrangians for the free mixed-symmetry HS fields with two rows in Young tableaux on a AdS background have not been derived until now in both "metric-like" and "frame-like" formulations. These results to be seen as the first step to interacting theory, following in part to the research [51] , [52] .
From a mathematical point of view the construction of the Verma module for the algebra A (Y (2), AdS d ) open the possibility to study both its structure and search singular, subsingular vectors in it, so that it, in principle, will then permit to construct new (non-scalar) infinitedimensional representations for given algebra. Besides, the above results permit to definitely understand the problems of (generalized) Verma module construction for HS symmetry algebras and superalgebras underlying HS bosonic and respectively fermionic fields on AdS-spaces subject to multi-row Young tableaux.
